: List of pathways which can be associated with the identified set of 148 genes. Table 3 -9: Network structure information for different mouse strain-prion strain combinations.
Table 10-14: Global properties details for different mouse strain-prion strain combinations. Supplementary tables: 
(a) The pathways marked with asterisks are found to be enriched (P value < 0.05) in the set of 148 shared DEGs. Mouse strain = C57BL/6I-1, Prion strain = 301V mouse adapted BSE prions, Host genotype = b/b For filtering the DEGs at a particular time-stamp, we have used a p-value threshold (< 0.05). Same criteria has been used for the DEGs identification across different mouse strain-prion strain combinations. * Wi represents the network at week i Mouse strain = C57BL/6J, Prion strain = Rocky mountain lab (RML) mouse adapted scrapie prions, Host genotype =a/a * The small number of nodes in the early time-stamped networks is the cumulative effect of both incomplete knowledge and less number of DEGs at these time-points. For the time-points earlier than 12 weeks, the number of DEGs were very less resulting in sparse disconnected network. Calculating the global properties for these networks didn't make sense. For the time-points earlier than 12 weeks, the number of DEGs were very less resulting in sparse disconnected network. 
